


Making a Contradiction

Introduction (10 min) 

Explanation of dialectics (25 min) 
Summary (10 min) 
Break (5 min) 
Generating content for chatbot (40 min) 
Making a chatbot (40 min) 
Break (5 min) 
Present chatbots (30 min) 



Introduction (10 min) What 

Talk about dialectics and fascism 
Workshop to make bots  

  with dialectic skills 
Think how to display our bots



Why 

Misconceptions 
The age of fake news 
Shaping reality 
Tool of thinking

Introduction (10 min)



Introduction (10 min) Who 



Jaroslav Toussaint











Vera van de Seyp Designer / creative coder 
Msc. Media Technology, Leiden 
Design / Technology









Explanation of dialectics (25 min) Greece, India and China 
The socratic method 
The “Dancing Shiva” (Nataraja) 
The renaissance of Dialectics 
Dialectics with Marx and Engels 
Marxist understanding of fascism 



Where it was developed the first time: 
greece, india and china

Socratic Method opposing sophistry 
(aka sophisticated bullshit)













Three Laws of Dialectics 1. The unity and constant struggle  
of contradictions 

2. The buildup of quantitative development  
towards qualitative change 

3. The negation of the negation 















Summary (10 min) What constitutes  
a dialectical contradiction? 

Where do you see contradictions within  
your own field of expertise/practice?



Break (5 min) 



Generating content  
for chatbot (40 min) 

Make groups of 3 to 4 people 



Generating content  
for chatbot (40 min) 
 
 

1. Explain your field of interest or 
research or practice through the 
lens of dialectics. Try to identify 
inner contradictions. Make notes 
of what each participant is 
saying. (3 min p.p.)  

2. Give feedback in a group talk (6 min) 
3. Is there a shared contradiction 

you would like people to be aware 
of/reflect upon? Agree on one 
topic/issue you want to address 
as a group. (10 min) 

4. Which social media users would 
benefit from thinking about/being 
confronted with that contradiction? 
Make a profile of target group (5 min) 

5. If these people were on Twitter, what 
phrases and words would they 
typically use? Collect as many key 
words/phrases as possible — you 
may use the internet. (5 min) 

6. What would you say to contradict 
their statements and make them 
change their thinking? Write 
responses to each key word or 
phrase. (10 min)



Chatbot restrictions 1. The bot needs a Twitter account with 
a fitting name and profile picture. 

2. The bot should be able to reply to at 
least one message of a user on 
Twitter 

3. The bot has to use dialectic 
reasoning as a tool 

4. Through this dialectic reasoning, the 
bot should be trying to change the 
user’s mind 

5. The bot’s activity is documented on 
its own Twitter page (feed). 



Making a chatbot (40 min) Twitter authorization 
Creating a chatbot 
Find the tutorial on 
veravandeseyp.com/hdworkshop



Twitter authorization In all cases you need a Twitter 
account. Once you have a title for 
your bot, make the account and link it 
to a mail address you have access to. 

You will also need a phone number to 
apply for a developer account on 
Twitter. 

Then go to: 
developer.twitter.com/en/apps and 
create an app. 

To find your identification codes, go 
to Keys and tokens.



Twitter authorization Be careful! Twitter has a limit of 
replies/posts you can make per 
minutes, else your account gets 
blocked. 

It is also possible to look for hashtags 
etc, there is a Twitter query 
cheatsheet on the tutorial webpage. 
 
 
 



Three ways of making a chatbot 1. Dialogflow (*) 
Twitter account, Google account  

2. Processing (**) 
Twitter account, Processing, code editor / Processing IDE  
  

3. Node.js (***) 
Code editor, terminal, FTP software, server 

(*)   Easy 
(**)  Medium 
(***) Advanced 



Dialogflow (*) 
Twitter account, Google account  

Sign up to dialogflow.com using a  
Google account. 

Click on Create agent and give it  
a name  

Make questions and replies in Intents 

Connect the bot to your Twitter 
account. 

Ask the bot a question! 

Dialogflow can be used to create a 
bot without practically using any 
code. It is based on natural language 
conversations and can be trained to 
reply to very specific questions. 
Formerly known as API.ai, it is a 
perfect tool to quickly create a fairly 
intelligent and customizable bot.  



Processing (**) 
Twitter account, Processing, code editor / Processing IDE  
 

Download code and Processing 
library: github.com/codeanticode/
chatbots-library  
and place it in your libraries folder. 

replace codeanticode.chatbots.eliza 
with codeanticode.eliza 

Edit the bot example through the 
XML files in the folder of your sketch. 

Integrate the Processing Twitter 
library: codigogenerativo.com/code/
twitter-para-processing-2-0/ by 
placing it in your libraries folder. 

Processing is a Java-based 
application that is well-documented 
and useful to learn code with.  
The chatbot library shows three well-
known examples of chatbots, that 
can be edited to your needs. The 
bots are not trained in any way and 
you have to manually prepare 
answers, meaning the bot can turn 
out to be quite blunt.  



Node.js (***) 
Code editor, terminal, FTP software, server

Replace var statusObj = {status: “Hi 
@” + tweet.user.screen_name + “, 
Whatever your reply is”} with the 
message you want to send. 

In Terminal/Powershell, insert the 
following codes: 
     cd [path/to/your/folder/bot.js]  
     npm install twitter 
     node bot.js 

See the answers coming in! Press 
Control + C or ⌘ + C to stop the 
program.

Node.js is a flexible Javascript-based 
runtime environment. This code finds 
a query and replies to the message. 

Download Node.js: nodejs.org 

Copy this file: veravandeseyp.com/
hdworkshop/nodejs/bot.js and 
save it. Edit the codes for Twitter.  

Replace #WhateverYouWant 
YourHashtagToBe with the hashtag 
or text you want to follow. 



Break (5 min)



Present chatbots (30 min) How to present it on Thursday?




